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01. What is lala DeFi?
lala is a decentralized finance platform that allows beginner or veteran investors to make crypto investments without the
hassle of investing yourself. lala provides multiple decentralised yield gaining features and more in the coming development
phase to allow our investors to achieve high returns passive income without the hassle of trading.
With lala everyone can invest!

02. What are lala DeFi’s Official Channels?
You may contact us via any of the channels listed below:
Email:
hello@la2.finance / support@la2.finance
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/la2_finance
Telegram:
https://t.me/la2finance / https://t.me/la2financechannel

03. What is the difference between the lala Pools?
lala Pool is a staking pool which allows you to invest funds into a particular investment pool of your choice, differs by the
stake length and APYs. There are 2 main categories to choose from Challenger Pool, and Growth Pool. Each with varying
risk and return margins.
Challenger Pool offers a higher risk and higher return in comparison. Many of these coins have high price fluctuations and
can vary drastically from day to day.
Growth Pool are for investors who are looking at long term growth benefits. The lala Growth Pool mainly trade in lower risk,
long term consistent return coins to help provide stable growth to our investors.

04. Will there be another farming feature in the future?
Yes. More yield gaining tools and options will be added in the future.

05. Where can I preview the roadmap for lala?
You may preview the lala roadmap here.
https://www.la2.finance/uploads/file/La2_Roadmap.pdf

06. What are the Decentralised Wallets to use for lala Defi?
Metamask, Binance Wallet (Basically any BSC Network supported wallet will do.

07. How to Stake on lala DeFi?
To stake on lala DeFi is a simple process
1. Connect your MetaMask wallet to our platform.
2. On the top left corner, there will be a circle tab which will guide you to lala Pools when hovering over it.
3. On our lala Pools page, you will be able to see all the staking packages available, simply select the package you are
interested in and youʼre done!

08. What is the Average APY on lala DeFi?
Depending on the selected pool to stake in, the average APY varies from 25-50%.

09. Which blockchain does lala DeFi Operate on?
lala DeFi is operating on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) Network. BSC is one of the most popular blockchain network in
the market as it not only supports smart contracts but also provides high speed data throughput. This combined with the
low transactional cost of the network is one of the key factors for choosing BSC as our main operating blockchain.

10. How do I connect to lala Defi? How to add BSC Network?
For more info regardinghttps://www.la2.https://www.la2.finance/uploads/file/La2_How_To.pdf.pdf
how to connect to lala DeFi, we have an in depth guide here which you may refer to.

11. How Safe & Secure is lala DeFi?
lala DeFi maintains a strict focus on the prevention of security issues, ensuring all usersʼ funds and transactions are safe.
lala smart contracts have been audited by leading audit teams in the industry such as Blockchain Specs.

12. Will lala be adding more lala Pool variants in the future?
Currently as of now we will not be adding any pool variants in the near future, however we may looking into other lala Pool
alternatives in the future once we have successfully launch our planned roadmap features.

13. Can’t find the answer for my question. Where do I find an answer?
If you can't find what you're looking for in any of lala's documentation, ask your question on any of our official lala social
media platform and someone will do their best to help you out.

14. How can I report a Bug?
Learn more about
https://www.la2.finance/uploads/file/La2_Bug_Bounty.pdf
our bug bounty and potential bounty payout.

15. Why does it say I have no BNB Balance?
If you have already transferred
BNB into your BNB Smart Chain-enabled wallet but still have this error, youʼre most
https://www.la2.finance/uploads/file/La2_Acquiring_BEP20_Tokens.pdf
https://www.la2.finance/uploads/file/La2_How_To.pdf
likely not connected to BNB Smart Chain within your wallet. Check your walletʼs selected network and make sure you
have BNB Smart Chain (BSC) selected

16. What’s the best wallet for lala DeFi?
It depends on your needs. Wehttps://www.la2.finance/uploads/file/La2_Create_A_Wallet.pdf
have an in-depth guide to selecting and creating a wallet thats right for you.

17. Why is my transaction failing?
You can check the status of a transaction on http://bscscan.com/
You can also see our Fixing Stuck
Pending Transactions Guide if you have a stuck transaction.
https://www.la2.finance/uploads/file/La2_Fixing_Stuck.pdf

